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Are you capitalizing on today’s emerging business trends?
Breakthrough innovations are revolutionizing the way you offer your products and services and
can affect your business overnight. To capitalize on these opportunities and steer clear of potential
dangers, you need accurate business intelligence to best understand your markets, develop savvy
marketing plans, investigate new products and technologies, and track your competitors in order
to take full advantage of these latest trends.
Thomson Business Intelligence provides you with comprehensive and relevant opinions and  
analysis from the finest business minds and industry experts. What’s more, it offers the largest,
most current collection of critical insights from respected market research firms, investment banks,
brokerage houses, business journals and newspapers globally. It’s the kind of business information
that empowers you to make your next business decisions with confidence.   
Learn more today!
North America: +1 800 255-3343
Europe and Australia: +44 (0) 800 007 5233
info.thomsonbusinessintelligence.com 
© 2006 Business Intelligence Services, a Thomson business L-319239/2-06
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You work in a competitive, fast-moving environment.
You can be faster, more accurate and more innovative
if you have access to the right resources.
Try ScienceDirect for your business. You can:
• Investigate the work of other researchers
• Identify development opportunities 
• Stimulate innovation 
• Discard ideas more quickly
• Benchmark against competitors
• Accelerate decisions by basing them on a critical mass of data
Most importantly – you can get the information you need at the
moment you need it. That’s what makes the difference.
Free trials are available. 
Licenses are specifically designed for corporate customers. 
Visit www.info.sciencedirect.com www.sciencedirect.com
Get what you need when you need it
ScienceDirect for corporations
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Keynote Speakers:
I am lucky that in the last few years I
have had an opportunity to do some teach-
ing among my area’s library/information
graduate school programs. The most dan-
gerous upshot of that experience is that
they ask me questions about which I really
have to think. I can answer the factual
questions—like what’s the best resource for
global stock prices or where can I find
demographics data—or, put to the test, I
can at least define contingency manage-
ment. The difficult questions that students
ask me questions usually lead to the direc-
tion of the profession.
Many of my colleagues find the profes-
sion in sunny circumstances, while others
find themselves hemmed in by challenges
that face their organizations. Because of
who we are, this is heavily influenced by
what industry we are currently embedded
in and the flexibility with which the organ-
ization faces the future. We also rely on our
own agility.
This isn’t going to be one of those
downbeat introspective articles that say the
profession is going to perdition, but rather
a reflection on how the profession and its
practitioners continue to prosper. 
When I teach, I remind students how
special libraries/information centers/
knowledge management programs/busi-
ness information centers/business intelli-
gence centers (we have to solve this vocab-
ulary problem) are different from public or
academic libraries. (I cheerfully acknowl-
edge that “special” libraries exist within
academic and public libraries.) Over the
last few years, I have worked in different
environments and have begun to appreci-
ate the differences among the ways we pro-
fessionals practice. Special libraries are
risky places to work, not merely because of
financial constraints or dominating CEOs
(although those challenges exist in abun-
dance) but because they are such political
organizations. This service is often the
place where the organization’s killer ideas
get nurtured and where the less-than-
sparkling ideas come home to fizzle. The
information center dutifully remembers
almost every project that it or others have
ever worked on.
In recent research, it’s becoming clear
that the next generation of workers will
view access to information and its value
differently then previous generations have.
This has to do with the abundance of infor-
mation available to us within our social
environments and the changing education-
al experiences that young people are enjoy-
ing. It also has to do with a different appre-
ciation for authority and the different tools
this generation uses to determine what is
correct or incorrect—or what is correct any-
way? Current students (workers, managers,
and leaders of tomorrow) have the oppor-
tunity to see many more original docu-
ments, speak and listen to many more
“experts,” speak among themselves at all
hours of the day and night, and “see”
events in real time. These experiences are
provided by a variety of enabling organiza-
tions, content companies, and of course the
pervasiveness of the Internet.
Until recently, we have made tradition-
al resources available to our clients but
through a different platform. Newspapers,
journals, and magazines are provided
through a variety of “smart” platforms (and
I think they really are). Financial informa-
tion has been available in real time for
years and its access moves financial mar-
kets. Nascent experts are becoming avail-
able through blogs and wikis. Will the
information here continue to be “intellectu-
ally untested?” I don’t think so. I think that
content providers will see this as a new
super platform for updating information—
imagine reference sources that could be
updated overnight or in real time.
Do all services have to be quicker to be
better? I don’t think so, but I do think
those services might be more valuable if
they spoke to long-term influences in
depth, providing some context for the
immediate flow of information.
So I am saying that our colleagues
who see the sunnier side of the profes-
sion have already taken steps in
acknowledging their power and are
beginning to take the lead in influencing
content. Perhaps they are authors them-
selves or they are aligning with original
content providers or using platforms in
different ways. Remember, this all began
when we started using the “right” refer-
ence book for all the wrong reasons and
started speaking to “those dangerous
people who worked down the hall” to see
what they really needed to do their jobs.
While change can be expensive, it can
also be very inexpensive through the use
of partnering using available technology. 
This brings me to my SLA plugging
spot. I remind you that you have
received the preview of programs that
will be available in Baltimore during the
annual conference.
Conference programmers have tweaked
the model this year, and this conference is
providing access to some of those risky
channels through which to explore your
next role and your next move. Planners
were encouraged to not merely “think out
of the box” but to “burn the box” as well.
What do I say to those students about
the direction of the profession? That we are
entering a new age of exploration and that
the time for mere adaptation is behind us
for the next few years. That the old rules
may not pertain for some time and that
contingency management may actually be
the only familiar thing out there. It will
probably be a time when we sail away
from the coast and out to sea. So pack the
maps, a sweater, and a snack and come to
Baltimore before you cast off for that new
and different journey.
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On Moving in the Right Direction
Single Searching 
Simpliﬁ ed
Introducing Thomson Gale™ 
PowerSearch
Thomson Gale™ has developed a revolutionary 
delivery platform that not only eliminates the 
need for repetitive searches in different 
databases, but improves the researcher’s ability 
to navigate, ﬁnd, assimilate and manage 
information.
What users will ﬁnd is a merger of product 
interfaces and content into one single common 
user interface.  Driven by a super-powered 
search engine called Thomson Gale 
PowerSearch™, you can explore one, several or 
all available Thomson Gale content in your 
library’s collection simultaneously—while 
organizing results effectively.
Connecting Users to 
the Web’s other Wide 
World: YOUR LIBRARY
Introducing AccessMyLibrary.com
Imagine being the ﬁrst place researchers turn for all 
of their research needs. Not the open Web. Not the 
popular search engines. But you and your library!
Thomson Gale™ has developed new technology 
that helps bring more people from your community 
into your library.  It’s called AccessMyLibrary.com.
This groundbreaking development enables libraries 
to capitalize on Internet search engines as a means 
of connecting library users with authoritative 
content. How? By allowing information aggregators 
to “see” portions of the content from the resources 
you’ve purchased on their behalf in the search 
results.  With AccessMyLibrary.com you’ll enjoy 
increased exposure and use of your resources—
maximizing your product investment.
Contact us for more information
To ﬁnd out how our new database platform and technology initiatives will help revolutionize the 
way your library holdings are accessed and used, call your Thomson Gale Representative today.
1-800-877-GALE
www.gale.com
©2006 Thomson Gale, a part of the Thomson Corporation. Thomson and Star Logo 
are trademarks and Gale is a registered trademark used herein under license.
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Reunifying Nixon Collection Vital
To the Editor:
In Re: Salomon Weir’s response to my article on the Nixon
Library collection (Nixon doesn’t deserve library, November
2005).
I read with interest Mr. Weir’s comments regarding my poten-
tial motivations in writing about what I consider to be an inter-
esting and unusual set of historical events related to the develop-
ment of the Nixon Library collection (Finding a home for the
Nixon Collections, August 2005). That my motives for presenting
such an article are unfortunately called into question by another
librarian and scholar of history was not unexpected given the
controversial nature of the subject at hand, however I disagree
with Mr. Weir’s characterization of myself as a liar and a cynical
manipulator of facts. 
In spite of this accusation, I enjoyed Mr. Weir’s deftly present-
ed laundry list evidencing the negative views many (including, to
some extent, myself) hold of this particular president. My state-
ment as to the probability of Mr. Nixon’s legacy being more posi-
tive than negative at the beginning of his second term as presi-
dent was based primarily on suggestions by other writers that
Nixon had enjoyed a resurrection of sorts after his self-imposed
political exile, that his poll numbers were high throughout his
first term, that Mr. Nixon had won re-election rather handily (in
a tainted election, over 60% of the popular vote and a landslide
electoral college victory, with over 55 percent of the nation’s eli-
gible voters voting), and the fact that, prior to the discovery of
Nixon’s role in the Watergate scandal, plans for a scholarly
library and repository were well underway. 
That I did not rehash and decry the negatives of Nixon’s
career was intentional. I also did not detail any of the successes
of Nixon’s lengthy political career. I judged these facts to be
ancillary to the story, and also something a scholar should
already be familiar with.
Mr. Nixon’s legacy has indeed been shored up to some extent
since his death, as evidenced by some of my endnotes. Whatever
personal bias one may carry toward Nixon, whether as a result of
his policies, his character, or his judgment, I must maintain my
position that the reunification of these two parts of the collection,
under the watchful eye of the NARA (an organization that surely
will not allow any whitewashing of Nixon’s legacy) is a good
thing, vital to understanding the Cold War era in all its vagaries.
That so many scholars take it as a point of pride to deny or
attempt to deny the public access to these collections, by backing
out of agreements to house the collections or declaring opposi-
tion to the very existence of this library is, frankly, a black spot
on the reputation of the scholarly community, and one which
flies directly in the face of stated ethical positions historically
taken by the library community. Most unfortunate indeed.
Michael E. Smith
Reference/Instructional Librarian
University of Texas Pan-American
letters to the
editor
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By Carolyn J. Sosnowski, MLIS
As SLA’s information specialist, I often receive
requests from members for information on topics
such as value of information centers/librarians,
professional development, benchmarking, and
product reviews, and I see many similar requests
on the discussion lists. So in this month’s column
I’m featuring can’t-miss sections of SLA’s own
Web site. These pages will help you with some of
the challenges you’re facing in the workplace, and
hopefully provide inspiration to develop new prod-
ucts and services. With the exception of the com-
petencies document, which is in the Learning sec-
tion of the Web site, all of these pages can be
found in the Resources area.
Information Portals
www.sla.org/content/resources/infoportals/
The portals are collections of resources in almost
50 different subject areas. They contain article cita-
tions (with links to the full text when available), Web
site links, a list of monographs, and additional
research suggestions if the topic warrants. Want to
learn about competitive intelligence techniques?
Need pointers about developing career goals, or
negotiating with a vendor? Check the portals. The
portal pages are updated frequently, and are a good
place to start when you want to learn more about an
unfamiliar topic (say, environmental scanning) or
when you need practical information about conduct-
ing an information audit, expanding virtual services,
or communicating your value.
Recent Industry Reports
www.sla.org/content/resources/recindreps/
How does my information center compare to
those of my colleagues? Just what is happening in
the information industry? How do I know if I’m
keeping up with the trends? Through an agreement
with Outsell, SLA members have access to the exec-
utive summaries of various benchmarking and best
practice surveys. These summaries contain useful
comparative data on budgets, staffing, services, and
areas of responsibility (content management and
competitive intelligence, to name just two). The
information and statistics in these reports may be
used to justify current practices or as a road map for
enhanced and expanded services.
sla
SLA Members Get Discount for
e-Content Conference 
By Marydee Ojala
When I went to library school,
what excited me about the profes-
sion was the new technologies for
doing research and answering refer-
ence questions. It definitely wasn’t
the intricacies of purchasing infor-
mation resources. I was intrigued by
the possibilities offered by online
searching and relished the ability to
search through many years of peri-
odical articles in a vast array of sub-
jects with just a few keystrokes.
Although how special librarians
go about the electronic research
process these days has expanded
well beyond what Dialog offered
back then, I remain enamored of
the new technologies that pop up
all around me every day, such as
Web 2.0.
After I graduated and entered the
“real world” of special librarianship,
it finally came home to me that
money was an essential component
of answering all those exciting ques-
tions that people were asking me. It
was important to know about con-
tract negotiation and purchasing
agreements. No one goes to library
school to become a purchasing
agent, but for many special librari-
ans, it’s an integral part of their job
descriptions. For some, particularly
in larger organizations, it’s the sole
reason for their employment.
A key skill for information pro-
fessionals is understanding the
shifting dynamics of the content
market, both from the buying and
the selling perspective. Information
Today Inc.’s high-level executive
conference, Buying & Selling
eContent, fills a unique niche. It
brings together, in an informal set-
ting, the major information indus-
try players. It encourages interac-
tion among attendees, promotes the
sharing of divergent views, and
introduces emerging e-content for-
mats and delivery platforms.
The conference is scheduled for
April 9-11 in Scottsdale, Arizona.
Three keynote speakers bring
exciting and divergent viewpoints.
The opening keynoter is Esther
Dyson, CNET editor-at-large and
editor of Release 1.0, who will share
her insights about new models of
content creation and what it means
to the information professional com-
munity. Interestingly, she says she
started her career as a fact checker
for Forbes magazine and was once
an entire “research department” for
another publication. 
In the afternoon, Tim O’Reilly,
founder and CEO of publishers
O’Reilly Media Inc., discusses the
implications of Web 2.0, a phrase
he coined to characterize the main
elements of the next-generation
Internet. Web 2.0 uses the Web as a
platform, harnesses collective intel-
ligence, celebrates the wisdom of
crowds, concentrates on specialized
databases, wonders about copy-
right, and redefines products as
services. How do the Web 2.0 core
competencies apply to information
professionals? Should we be recreat-
ing our profession to accommodate
a Web 2.0 reality or is this just
another fad to be greeted with rea-
soned skepticism?
The second day of Buying &
Selling eContent is keynoted by Y.S.
Chi, Elsevier’s vice chairman, who
brings the perspective of traditional
publishing to the mix. To him, an
important implication of Web 2.0 is
that publishers must preserve the
quality and uniqueness of their con-
tent. He sees two challenges:
“Trusting and empowering our
users in the product development
phase and seeking collaboration
inside and outside the information
industry to improve the experience
of our users.”
What the Buying & Selling
eContent conference reinforces is
that the pace of change in technolo-
gy is incredible. Content is being
digitized at an amazing rate, which
creates interesting dilemmas for
information professionals. What is
the best way to acquire e-content?
sla
Competencies for Information Professionals
of the 21st Century
www.sla.org/content/learn/comp2003/
Although the new year has already begun, it’s not
too late to reassess your skills and knowledge and set
new goals. The professional, personal, and core com-
petencies that SLA has developed are a great source
of ideas about where to go from “here.” Information
professionals are responsible for the management of
information organizations, resources, and services,
and the competencies offer specific “applied scenar-
ios” as guidelines for fulfilling those qualifications.
The detailed and extensive nature of the document
makes it a useful tool in developing performance
goals for yourself (and your information center), and
in setting a professional development strategy.
News Connections
www.sla.org/content/resources/lin/
The Connections family of electronic newsletters
keeps you up to date on association happenings,
including SLA news, professional development
opportunities, and public policy issues. News
Connections brings you “news you can use” about
the information industry, and trends and develop-
ments affecting your work. The service is comprised
of two components: Factiva News Connections and
Nexcerpt News Connections. Through Factiva’s Track
Module, newspaper and journal articles are selected
and posted daily in eight categories, ranging from
copyright to vendor news. A two-week archive of
articles is available for your reading pleasure. The
Nexcerpt service presents web content, including
articles, blog entries, and new research, in a new
issue that is published everyday. Older issues are
posted for ten days. Read and stay informed.
CONSULT Online
www.sla.org/consultonline/
I’ve had several requests lately for the names of
consultants/companies who work in areas such as
space planning and moving a library. CONSULT
Online is a directory of professionals who are SLA
members who work in these and many other areas
of expertise. The directory may be searched by serv-
ice and subject (including the option to search mul-
tiple criteria) and geographic location (worldwide,
and down to city level). Each entry provides contact
information and experience, and many include fee
amounts. Use CONSULT Online in conjunction with
your telephone directory and the discussion lists
when looking for professional services for your infor-
mation center. 
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Is there a Web site that you find
indispensable? Want to share it
with other SLA members? Email me
at csosnowski@sla.org with your
suggestions for Web Sites Worth a
Click, and tell me why you can’t
live without that resource!
Should we buy it? If so, from
whom? What is the impact of
new technologies such as blogs,
podcasts, tagging, and social net-
working on our ability to deliver
timely and accurate information
to our clients? To think that, just
because Internet resources are
often free, they have no value is a
dangerous approach. How does a
technologically facilitated ability
to collaborate affect our work? 
I admit I’m biased, but I con-
tinue to believe that information
specialists, particularly SLA
members, are among the most
technologically savvy people on
the planet. We’re the ones push-
ing our vendors towards innova-
tive solutions to our information
purchasing issues. Moreover, a
core value of SLA membership is
networking. The Buying &
Selling eContent conference pro-
vides information professionals
with the unique opportunity to
network with our peers, on both
the buying and selling frontiers,
in an intimate and informal set-
ting. It’s a fantastic event for
exchanging ideas, learning
about the intricacies of e-con-
tent, and building lasting busi-
ness relationships.
Here’s the good news: SLA has
formed a partnership with
Information Today Inc. to offer a
special discounted rate of $995
US, a savings of $600, so that we
can attend the event and enjoy an
equal footing with representa-
tives from other areas of the
information industry.
There is a special registration
form at www.buy-sell-econtent
.com/SLA. To qualify for the dis-
count, SLA members must also be
acquirers of content for use with-
in their organizations. Members
who already have registered at
the full price and qualify for the
discount may contact Customer
Service and Information Today
for a refund of the difference.
Marydee Ojala is editor of Online
Magazine, which is published by
Information Today Inc.
Award Winners
Michael E.D. Koenig, a professor in C.W. Post’s College of
Information and Computer Science of Long Island University, is the
2005 winner of the Jason Farradane Award, which recognizes out-
standing work in the information field.
The award is jointly sponsored by CILIP, the Chartered Institute of
Library and Information Professionals, the largest organization of
librarians, information specialists, and knowledge managers in the
U.K., and by the UK Electronic Information Group, a major informa-
tion industry organization. It is presented annually at the
International Online Information Meeting in London.
The Institute for Safe Medication Practices has honored Lorri
Zipperer, cybrarian, with its eighth annual Cheers Award. Zipperer
was awarded “for her tireless efforts to expand the role of library sci-
ence professionals in the medication safety movement.”
Zipperer, who is with Zipperer Project Management in Evanston,
Illinois, is the creator of Partnering for Patient Empowerment through
Community Awareness, a hospital library collaborative that provides
consumers with the opportunity to hear presentations on patient safe-
ty by a multidisciplinary panel of healthcare providers at their local
libraries.
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SLA Opposes EPA Library Cuts
SLA has voiced strong opposition to the Bush Administration
proposal to close the network of libraries and information centers
operating within the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. SLA
CEO Janice R. Lachance offered the following comments:
“SLA is gravely concerned with the proposal in the Bush
Administration’s FY 2007 budget to close the network of 27
libraries and information centers within the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. With this proposal, EPA’s leadership is making
it more difficult for the agency’s policymakers and the public to
leverage the extensive knowledge found in high quality, accurate
information to make important decisions on our nation’s environ-
ment, potentially compromising the public’s health.
“Clearly, historical trends at EPA have not shown a tendency by
its leadership towards innovation in the management and dissem-
ination of information created by its work over time. In fact, EPA
has continually scaled back its investment in the management of
information in a time when this is one of the most strategically
valuable aspects of organizational management.
“Short-sighted budget savings like this will give way to
increased costs for EPA that aren’t apparent right now. What EPA
really needs is an innovative information management strategy
that leverages technology to its fullest extent while employing full-
time information professionals who understand how information
should be selected, organized, analyzed, and disseminated.
“SLA and its more than 11,000 members around the globe
stand ready to oppose this proposal while raising expectations of
EPA management to deliver on a modernized, more effective plan
for the future.”
SLA Public Policy Director Doug Newcomb said SLA would be
working in concert with other U.S. library associations in com-
municating opposition to the proposal and the concerns about its
impact on agency operations and citizen services. “Our strong rela-
tionship with those organizations will make the force of our efforts
even greater,” said Newcomb.
SLA 2006 Registration 
Ahead of Last Year
Registration for SLA 2006 is ahead of
target for hotel reservations made by
conference participants.
SLA 2006 will take place June 11-14
in Baltimore.  The conference theme is
“Baltimore—Where Tradition and
Transformation Converge.”
“Baltimore is a great conference
town, and our conference planners have
developed an evolved format that will
allow attendees to maximize their time
and participate in more sessions and
events,” said SLA CEO Janice R.
Lachance.  “We are very excited about
the prospects for a lot of buzz during
and after SLA 2006.”
SLA 2006 will feature two keynote
sessions, the first on Sunday, June 11.
That event will feature political and
issues analyst Gwen Ifill, the host of the
public television show “Washington
Week” and a regular contributor to “The
NewsHour with Jim Lehrer.” 
The second keynote will take place
on Wednesday, June 14, and will feature
Walt Mossberg, author of the “Personal
Technology” column for The Wall Street
Journal.
SLA 2006 will be in the Baltimore
Convention Center and nearby hotels—
all very close to the famous Inner
Harbor.  Shopping, dining, entertain-
ment and cultural options are only
blocks away.  Baltimore’s “Little Italy”
restaurant district and the historic Fell’s
Point neighborhood are a short walk or
cab ride away and feature the best of
local and ethnic experiences.
Baltimore offers ample hotel room
availability near the Inner Harbor and
SLA is prepared to add room blocks to
meet demand.
SLA 2006 will again feature the INFO-
EXPO, the largest information manage-
ment exposition in North America.
For more information about SLA 2006
participant or exhibitor registration, visit
www.sla.org/baltimore2006.
sla
SLA Joins Computer
Donation Effort
SLA is partnering with
World Computer Exchange
(WCE) to facilitate the donation
of computer equipment by SLA
members, help improve infor-
mation literacy, and advance
information access and profes-
sionalism in developing nations.
“It’s easy for those of us in the
most developed economies to
take for granted our access to
information in the public
domain—we log onto our com-
puters at home, in our offices,
we even carry them in our pock-
ets and purses,” said SLA CEO
Janice R. Lachance.  “But many
people in developing parts of
the world can only dream of
that,” Lachance said.  “SLA is
perfectly positioned to work
with WCE to bridge the digital
divide.”
WCE is an international,
educational nonprofit working
through non-governmental
organizations.  It solicits and
accepts donated computers
and refurbishes, prepares, and
ships them to projects in
developing nations—mainly
schools, libraries, and academ-
ic institutions.  A network of
WCE volunteers provides
online support to maintain the
computers, train teachers, and
encourage the development of
local content and resources.
“SLA chapters will work
with WCE members, soliciting
donations of computers and
the financial resources needed
to ship them abroad,” said
Barbie Keiser, a member of the
SLA Washington, D.C.
Chapter’s International Rela-
tions Committee, which is
spearheading the partnership.
“Our active, global member
network is aware of libraries
and information projects in
parts of the world that would
benefit greatly from even a
small number of computers
being installed and used.  We
look forward to exploring how
we can share our knowledge
about finding, using, and
developing quality information
resources with WCE project
leaders in these regions.”
For more information about
the partnership, see www.sla.
org/wce.  For more about WCE,
see www.worldcomputerex-
change.org.
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Factiva’s Hart Promoted 
to Dow Jones
Factiva, a Dow Jones and Reuters com-
pany, has announced that President and
Chief Executive Officer Clare Hart has
been named to a senior executive role at
Dow Jones and will be leaving her posi-
tion at Factiva.
As part of her responsibilities as exec-
utive vice president, Dow Jones, and pres-
ident, Dow Jones Enterprise Media Group,
Hart will become chair of Factiva’s six-per-
son board of directors.
Factiva also announced that Claude
Green, currently deputy CEO, will become
interim CEO, effective March 1. Green will
assume all responsibilities of the CEO
until Hart’s successor is named. Hart will
provide advice and counsel throughout
this period to ensure a smooth transition.
“Clare is a very talented executive who
has helped to build a strong and growing
business in Factiva. This is a great oppor-
tunity for her, and we wish her well,” said
Tom Glocer, CEO of
Reuters PLC. 
“By all meas-
ures, Clare’s tenure
as Factiva’s CEO
has been success-
ful. From the strong
relationships with
customers and part-
ners to the launch-
es of innovative
products including
the just-released
Factiva Search 2.0 to continued financial
improvement, Clare and her very talented
team have provided the company with a
solid foundation for the future,” said Rich
Zannino, CEO of Dow Jones & Company. 
Hart became president and CEO of
Factiva in January 2000, just eight months
after the joint venture was formed. 
Claude Green became deputy CEO at
Factiva’s inception in May 1999. In this
role, he has overseen the human
resources, finance, business development,
and legal departments at Factiva. In addi-
tion, he has been responsible for Factiva’s
global government relations team. 
Prior to his appointment at Factiva,
Green held a number of senior positions
during his 20 years at Reuters. Most recent-
ly, he was Managing Director for one of the
UK business divisions, responsible for the
sale and support of the full range of Reuters
products to UK-based North American,
Japanese, and Asia Pacific customers. 
“The success I have had in helping the
company achieve its leadership position in
the industry is the result of great cus-
tomers, excellent partners and especially
the talent of Factiva’s leaders and employ-
ees who push the edge of innovation every
day,” said Hart. “Although I will miss
working with this incredible group of peo-
ple, I’m excited about this new opportuni-
ty at Dow Jones and I’m confident that the
new leadership at Factiva will drive it in
new and exciting directions.”
Business Research Tops in Analysis 
of Best-Selling Papers 
Business research was the most sought after by scholars
and libraries worldwide in 2004, according to a study
released recently by ProQuest Information and Learning.
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses (PQDT) databases contain
more than 1.8 million titles. While the database records dis-
sertations from hundreds of academic disciplines, the top 10
dissertations in 2004 are all about business—with such topics
as knowledge management, E-learning, and leadership earn-
ing spots on the list. 
In the best-selling dissertation of 2004, Vincent James
DeFazio, Ph.D., addresses the problem of ineffective organi-
zational leadership in his work “Customer service leadership
skills and customer relationship management.” DeFazio
wrote his 141-page study at the University of Phoenix. The
results of his research indicated that investment in a cus-
tomer service representative’s leadership skills contributes to
emotional, cognitive, and customer relationship capabilities.
A unique mix of leadership skills and CRM capabilities will
enhance customer relationships and will constitute a compet-
itive advantage that translates into customer retention, more
up-sell and cross-sell opportunities, and an increased lifetime
value of customers, he said
Second-place honors go to Linda Jarosz, Ph.D., with her
dissertation “Business writing skills and effective workplace
performance.” In third place is the dissertation written by
Michael Kirk Hartsfield, Ph.D.: “The internal dynamics of
transformational leadership: Effects of spirituality, emotional
intelligence, and self-efficacy.” 
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses databases are pub-
lished by UMI, a unit of ProQuest Information and Learning.
Its dissertation database includes bibliographic citations for
materials ranging from the first U.S. dissertation accepted in
1861 to those accepted as recently as last semester. 
Clare Hart
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By Debbie Schachter
In a recent issue of the
Harvard Business Review
featuring the “The HBR List
(Breakthrough Ideas for
2006),” I was surprised and
interested to see what idea
appeared in the primary
position.
The No. 1 item is “The
Synthesizing Leader,” and for
me, this piece immediately
connected the core competen-
cies of special librarians with
what the author perceives to
be the essential leadership
skills of the present and
future. (Howard Garnder,
“The Synthesizing Leader,”
Harvard Business Review,
February 2006)
What other profession is
so accurately summed as
someone who can weed
through the vast arrays of
information to synthesize dif-
ferent pieces of valid infor-
mation and to provide a
cogent analysis of that infor-
mation? Yes, other profes-
sions develop their leaders to
have many of these attrib-
utes, but librarianship has a
long and well developed his-
tory of developing individu-
als who are hugely qualified
and skilled at being able to
review a broad range of data
as information, without pre-
suppositions or narrow per-
spective, making it a unique
profession in this manner.
The article proposes that
“The ability to decide what
information to heed, what to
ignore, and how to organize
and communicate that which
we judge to be important is
becoming a core competence
for those living in the devel-
oped world.”
Certainly, these are impor-
tant attributes for leadership,
but they can also be clearly
be articulated as the core
competencies of special
librarians—ones which our
profession prides itself in
having been well ahead of
the trend in the business
world, in this respect. The
Internet continues to make
people aware of the vast
array of information that is
potentially available, both
accurate and not.
More Value
Rather than limiting the
value of information profes-
sionals, this vast ocean of
information has made our
profession more valuable to
decision-makers. As special
librarians and managers, we
play key roles in our organi-
zations and we also have the
ability to transcend tradi-
tional library environments
and boundaries, in fulfilling
these numerous leadership
roles in our organizations.
At the same time, we must
ensure that those we super-
vise and mentor understand
the potential of our roles as
it is the responsibility of
practicing information pro-
fessionals to continue the
development and longevity
of our information centers
and our changing role in our
larger organizations.
Not surprisingly, the
Harvard Business Review arti-
cle discusses the fact that the
wealth of information avail-
able (resources published in
print, online, through infor-
mal networks of information,
or through direct experience)
can lead to distraction and
confusion in the decision-
making process. Traditionally,
special librarians have played
an important role in our
organizations by providing
filtered, accurate, and appro-
priate information to our
leaders to help with decision
making. We know where to
find information, we have
contacts in our industry and
outside, and we are able to
think laterally to obtain infor-
mation not overtly related.
As the library manager,
we are often in a more envi-
able role than that our coun-
terparts in other professions,
with our access to both pub-
lished and unpublished infor-
mation, and the ability to fil-
ter and assess the quality of
information that we access.
The volume of information
available for decision makers
is vast, and without having
the ability to make criteria for
filtering, that information can
lead to poor decisions. As
special librarians, we are
skilled at devising filters that
may include the authority of
the information (its credibili-
ty) or the relevance related to
the issues at hand. All librari-
ans will recognize that one of
the core competencies of
librarianship is that of identi-
fying quality and relevant
information for a particular
question or issue that arises. 
Another proposed ideal for
the new type of leader is the
ability to synthesize all the
information that is available
and can be gathered to help
resolve a question, provide a
direction, or to solve a prob-
lem. This means knowing
what information to include
or to exclude in the decision-
making process. Again, spe-
cial librarians will recognize
this as one of our core com-
petencies. As library man-
agers, we use these skills in
managing our librarians or
information centers. As spe-
cial librarians, we do this for
our clientele. Promoting and
emphasizing our ability to do
this at a broader business
level will be an important
focus for librarians over the
coming years. 
The most crucial and per-
haps the least accessed ability
of librarians is that of gener-
ating an analysis from the
information gathered in the
The Synthesizing Information Professional
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business
management
previous steps. There are, of
course, many special librari-
ans who do this type of work
within their firm or organiza-
tion. They are expected to
provide not just raw informa-
tion but an analysis of this
information for purposes of
decision-making at the high-
est levels. Traditionally, this
has not been the type of
expertise that our employers
have sought from us, which
means that there is a great
deal of value that is untapped
in many special libraries.
Marketing of our skills, both
individually and through the
efforts of associations such as
SLA, helps to develop a true
understanding of the value of
special librarians, as potential
leaders in organizations. 
There is no way to deny
that the core competencies
of “the synthesizing leader”
are those of the special
librarian, and have been so
for some time. Articles such
as this, though, do lead us to
understand that the skill sets
that we take for granted are
highly valued in the busi-
ness world. These skills are
essential to effective leader-
ship, both inside and beyond
the special library, and we
shouldn’t be shy in promot-
ing them. They just reflect
the value that the “knowl-
edge workers” have in busi-
ness today.
As special librarians, we
must ensure that we continu-
ally promote through the
services that our library or
resource center provides, and
by promoting our skills and
competencies within the
larger organizations and
industry in general. From an
individual level, it clearly
validates the core competen-
cies that special librarians
take pride in representing;
but it also means that librar-
ians should feel confident in
their abilities to develop as
leaders in traditional and
nontraditional roles. 
You may not be interested
in specifically furthering your
career through management
roles, but you should still
understand the importance of
seeing yourself as a leader
within your larger organiza-
tion. Indeed, when your exec-
utives challenge you to pro-
vide more than the traditional
values to your business work-
place, you will feel more sat-
isfaction in knowing that
your value is better appreciat-
ed and your contributions are
more overtly appreciated.
And as many of you will be
interesting in further develop-
ing yourselves as managers
(why else are you reading
this column?), you should
take heed of the traits that are
being promoted as leaders of
today and tomorrow, as you
position yourself within your
library, your broader organi-
zation, and the business envi-
ronment generally.
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SLA Member Profile
By Forrest Glenn Spencer
The lesson George Bailey learned in the movie “It’s a
Wonderful Life” is that our lives are intertwined whether we
are fully aware of it or not, and that the positive influences
and support we extend toward others can harvest growth
within an individual or a community. Building-and-loan
manager George Bailey was in a position to affect the
residents of Bedford Falls, but he gave them more than
money—he gave them encouragement as a neighbor
and friend. He had no ulterior motive; his actions
were unselfish. He scarificed a dream, and the resi-
dents of Bedford Falls were unwittingly beneficiar-
ies of that sacrifice: their good lives would not
have been possible without his kindness, invest-
ment, and devotion. To wish himself away was
not possible without unraveling the strong and
beautiful tapestry woven in that wonderful life.
For many, there’s a George Bailey among the
SLA membership. His name is Tony Stankus.
For more than 30 years Stankus has made an
influential and positive impact upon those in the
special librarian profession. Ask any of them—
past and current—and the theme of their response
is praise: “He encourages excellence with excellence,
confidence with confidence,” said Ian Wells, working
for his GSLIS at URI and an SLA student member. “He
has helped to shape the future of my library career by
being a living example of everything an informa-
tion professional should be.”
A Positive Influence  
Stankus’s Bedford Falls encompasses the College of the
Holy Cross, the University of Rhode Island (URI), and
Harvard University. He serves as the science librarian at
Holy Cross, as an adjunct professor for special libraries at
URI, and a proctor’s partner at Harvard. His community is
filled with students and professors.
The odds were against him in his youth to reach a posi-
tion in the special librarian industry, but fortune and oppor-
tunity presented the chance to use his natural gifts fully.
Stankus was a child living on welfare and raised in foster
homes. Through the talent-spotting of the nuns at Hudson
Catholic High School, this five-foot-three man of Lithuanian
descent showed up at Holy Cross as an undergraduate with
cardboard boxes for his suitcases. He left with a diploma,
graduating summa cum laude. Holy Cross—despite being
one of America’s elite liberal arts colleges and the oldest
Catholic college in New England—has always extended
admissions to those who are underprivileged. His intelli-
gence and acuteness to information gathering were encour-
aged by those nuns and recognized by Holy Cross.
Happy in Libraries
“In order to get into Holy Cross in Worcester you had to
name three choices for possible careers and librarian was not
one of them,” recalled Stankus. “At the end of the freshmen
year I was hauled into the guidance counseling office and my
No. 1 one choice was to be a lawyer because Holy Cross pro-
duces two kinds of people: people who heal wounds and peo-
ple who rip them open (doctors and trial attorneys). I’m sit-
ting across from the pre-law advisor and he says, ‘Mr.
Stankus—what do you think would make a successful attor-
ney?’ And I said, ‘Oh, someone who gathers all the facts,
researched the law, prepared the briefing, argued it in court
if necessary and then follow-up the appeals process.’ 
“He replied, ‘Mr. Stankus, you’re an idiot. The process in
being a successful attorney is this: a lot of people who are
themselves or their business in trouble and need a large
amount of legal services and can pay for it. That’s the defi-
nition of a successful attorney. You can be a great backroom
researcher, Mr. Stankus, for an attorney—but everyone else
gets the credit. Tell me where you are the happiest in the
world during the day?’
“I said, ‘I suppose studying the library.’ He said, ‘Mr.
Stankus, be a librarian. If you’re really happy there—be it,
because there are more attorneys than fleas and there’s not
enough librarians in the world.’ Simply, I wasn’t connected
enough to be a highly successful attorney.”
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Tony Stankus
Joined SLA: 2001
Job: Science librarian of the O'Callaghan Science Library
and adjunct professor for the Survey of Special Libraries
and Scientific Information Sources
Employer: College of the Holy Cross and University of
Rhode Island
Experience: More than 30 years
Education: BA, Summa cum Laude in Foreign
Languages (Russian, German, French, Greek) College of
the Holy Cross, 1973. MLS, University of Rhode Island
Graduate School of Library and Information Studies
First LIS job: Science librarian at Holy Cross; at age 12,
statistical modeler of bra-band-&-cup size distribution
for bras sold in individual units of a department store
chain.
Biggest challenge: Convincing members of the pro-
fession that the future of both print and electronic
journals in libraries will require a selection of the best
subscription-based journals from both the for-profit
and society sectors, and the best open-access journals
from any sector. “Ideological favoritism on the part of
librarians for any one sector over another is simply
settling for less than the best for their readers.”
on Young Information
Professionals
Now determined to be a librarian—and the best in the
profession—Stankus later entered URI to earn a master’s in
library science. It was at URI that he was introduced to spe-
cial librarianship and immediately saw its benefits.
“The beauty of librarianship is that you can be an aca-
demic specialized librarian and run a science library or a
music library or a law library or business school library,”
he said. “I got into it because it fitted both ways: I was
intrigued by the idea of becoming deeply immersed in a
subject and becoming an expert at it. Instead of trying to
understand what 242 Holy Cross professors want—which is
what any librarian in the main library has to do—I have to
figure out as a special librarian what 60 of them want and
whether they’re going to want something expansive or
complicated.”
Stankus has become a professor where he went to grad-
uate school and a science librarian where he went to under-
graduate school. At Holy Cross he has a working collection
of 80,000 print volumes with access to well over 1,000 print
and electronic journals in the sciences, serving an audience
of about 400 science majors and pre-meds. “These kids will
inordinately go on to medical school or get Ph.Ds. These
kids are very smart,” he said. “I’m an alum of the school
and I did very well, but these kids are scary-smart.” 
At URI, Stankus succeeded his old professor, who retired
in 1982. Now the longest serving faculty member, Stankus
teaches two courses related to special libraries: Survey of
Special Libraries and Survey of Scientific and Technical
Information. His class size ranges from six to 16.
“The world of special libraries is unfamiliar to most edu-
cated people,” Stankus said. “There are tons of specialized
subject libraries; and people do not understand that there are
libraries for the law school, science department, music
department, the art museum, the school of business. Most of
those librarians are focused on a clientele in a very narrow
field and immerse themselves in that field along with their
customers. Probably 80 percent of SLA members are corpo-
rately or militarily or governmentally employed. SLA is real-
istic, hard-nosed—where very smart people realize that
information is a valued commodity and they’re part of enor-
mous commodity exchange and their own weapon is man-
aging it and make sense of it is more information, not less.”
SLA and its mission are discussed thoroughly in his
classes. He delineates and defines the organization and its
membership to his students—that special librarians play a
critical role in serving the clientele with fewer people and
sometimes fewer resources available. 
“It’s a goal of mine to make these kids great handlers,”
added Stankus. “It is very hard to rationally teach a single
set of skills that are implacable to these hyper-specialize
libraries. What I do is survey the types of libraries and out-
line in great detail what SLA is all about, especially focus-
ing on its divisional structure.” Stankus has been a member
of SLA since 2001. He is a member of SLA’s Boston and
Rhode Island Chapters, and the Science-Technology
Division. He is a prolific writer about the profession, 10
books and more than 100 papers.
In the ‘Real’ World
Stankus and URI are advocates for hands-on, real-world
interaction. For example, URI links students with field expe-
rience, helping them explore a type of library where a full-
time faculty member serves as the sponsor and provides
oversight. The student works as a paraprofessional and
builds his or her skills. “I want my kids to show up at these
very large, very well-endowed research universities and to
know more than kids who are already there from their
undergraduate program and to be use, to a standard of assis-
tance, and service that is top notch,” Stankus said, proudly. 
Rebecca Armitage of Pfizer says what Stankus demon-
strates best is the means to be a consummate professional.
“He enthusiastically encourages new colleagues in the pro-
fession and supports those who are now his colleagues in
the profession,” she said. “He cares deeply about the library
profession and making sure each student knows that she/he
has so much to offer and that they too can be successful.”
The approach is part of the themes in Stankus’s life:
making complicated issues understandable, building com-
petence and confidence in others through explaining how
things work, being willing to take criticism, letting experi-
ence speak clearly, and talking to people in the industry.
Interaction and networking are essential to a special librar-
ian’s success.
“My deal is,” Stankus said, “you’re going to be dealing
with people who work with investment bank libraries, or
law libraries; you’re going to be dealing with people from
large medical practices, you’ve got to get used to having a
standard of professional appearance, develop the ability to
network with people who serve scientists or lawyers or mil-
itary officers, etc. You need to get used to this concept of
networking and how you dress yourself, handle yourself
confidently in these settings because you’re going on the
job market and the people who are going to be hiring you
have more gravitas or business-appropriate style.”
One of his outlets for networking is through the SLA
Rhode Island Chapter, which hosts an
annual awards dinner each October
that brings students and SLA members
together to network. This event—
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attended by 60 people on average—includes guest speakers
and award ceremonies, and has had continuing support from
publishers Elsevier and Mary Ann Liebert Inc.
“It’s a big deal because the kids get to see their future
colleagues,” Stankus said. “Both sides come away in learn-
ing something and being impressed. These dinners get
financial support or support in kind from publishers and
distributors because it’s good business for them. It’s also
good for my students because they’re going to be buying
from these people; they’re going to have judged critically
the products being sold.”
His belief is that information is not for free for all but a
valuable commodity that needs to be gathered and managed
by professionals, such as special librarians. 
“Special librarianship will continue to be vital as long as
they study their users as much as anything else, studying the
needs of their most demanding customers and building the
generation of students, in particular, to build loyalty,”
Stankus predicts. “The most demanding people in the indus-
try do the least amount of hands-on work in terms of actu-
ally gathering information. They’re not lazy, but if you do a
job for them, better than they can do themselves: that’s key.
SLA serves a very good force because they enable law firms,
medical practices, manufacturing and knowledge industries.
The special librarian has to prove their effectiveness in those
particular industries or they’re going to be out on their ass.”
And for more than 30 years this has been what Stankus
brought to his community and those of SLA: That one can
learn something new every day and cannot be scared in
making a mistake; that one must be willing to risk mis-
takes, which, Stankus believes, will over time build confi-
dence and competence.
Stankus is fortunate to be sharing this community with
his partner, Christine Soutter, a proctor at Harvard
University, where they reside in a tiny suite. He commutes
75 miles one-way daily between his home and his work. He
doesn’t mind. He travels for his kids.
“My life is spent around some very smart kids and pro-
fessors,” Stankus said. “I have Holy Cross kids all day in the
science library; I have my URI graduate students and, of
course, there are the Harvard students. What we owe to
these kids is to give them extraordinary support to build
their confidence, make them navigators and takers from the
literature and to the point they become contributors to the
literature and knowledge in that field grows. Listen—I’m
poor as a church mouse but happy as I can be. I don’t have
much of a life except for what I do, but it’s a good enough
life for me.”
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Internet Search
By Cybèle Elaine Werts
There are a lot of arti-
cles and books on the art of
searching the Internet. So
many, perhaps, that it
would be a total waste of
time for me to write anoth-
er one. Instead, I did a lit-
tle meta-review of what’s
available out there in Web
Land. I’m going to intro-
duce them to you here so
that you can go right to the
one that will answer your
question. After all, if you
already know what a
Boolean operator is, then
you might be annoyed if I
write another article on
how to use AND, OR, and
NOT in a search engine. 
The Big Picture
If you want a general
overview on how the
Internet works, what’s out
there in the big bad world
of the Web, and how to uti-
lize search terms in the
most effective way, read
this article:
“Internet Search Tips 
and Strategies” 
by Robert Harris
(www.virtualsalt.com/
howlook.htm)
Overview (from the arti-
cle): The Internet has an
enormous quantity of infor-
mation, with thousands of
newsgroups and billions of
Web pages. The two ques-
tions that face any informa-
tion seeker are (1) How can
I find what I want? and (2)
How can I know that what
I find is any good? This
article treats the first ques-
tion. A companion article,
“Evaluating Internet
Research Sources,”
(www.virtualsalt.com/evalu
8it.htm) treats the second.
With a little creativity,
some patience, and a few
search engines, you will be
able to find just about any-
thing you want. Many of
the search tools and tool
types mentioned in this
article are available [in]
“World Wide Web Research
Tools” (www.virtualsalt.
com/search.htm).
Let me say a word or
two on each of these items
(and then I will go into
detail later). “A little cre-
ativity” means simply that
Where the Heck 
Do I Find That?
A Friendly Overview 
on How to Find Stuff 
on the Internet
Cybèle Elaine Werts is an information spe-
cialist for WestEd’s Northeast Regional
Resource Center. NERRC is a part of
Learning Innovations at WestEd, a
research, development, and service educa-
tion agency. She can be reached at
cwerts@wested.org. The NERRC web site is
www.rrfcnetwork.org/nerrc. Her personal
web site is www.supertechnogirl.com.
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Internet Search
you must be able to gener-
ate some synonyms for the
idea or topic you are search-
ing for. “Some patience”
means that when you
search a library collection,
you must plan to spend
more than five minutes
looking in the card catalog
or on the shelves. People
who say, “There is nothing
on the Internet about my
topic,” are often those who
sit down in front of the
computer, type one phrase
into one search engine, and
find nothing relevant. If
you are willing to spend an
hour looking around, how-
ever, you will almost cer-
tainly be well rewarded.
Last, “a few search
engines” means that you
must use a variety of tools
to find what you want.
Choosing the Right
Search Engine
This article includes a
very practical table that
lays out various options for
search engines. For exam-
ple, it can tell you the best
search engine to use if you
need a few good hits fast,
such as an organization’s
home page. You can also
download an Acrobat ver-
sion of the article.
“Choose the Best Search
for Your Information Need”
(www.noodletools.com/ 
debbie/literacies/information/
5locate/adviceengine.html).
Boolean Search
There are lots of articles
on Boolean searches, but I
like this one because the
pictures explain things very
clearly. A Boolean search is
simply a search that uses
AND, OR, and NOT.
Nothing fancy, really!
“A Primer in Boolean
Logic” (http://library.
albany.edu/internet/
boolean.html)
Prime Directives
Aside from Boolean
searches, the biggest chal-
lenge with searching is that
people often just start typ-
ing stuff into Google with-
out thinking first. If you
use just these five tech-
niques, your searches will
be 90 percent more effec-
tive. We guarantee it!
1. Use a unique identifier
when searching. In other
words, don’t look for cake
recipes. Look for mandarin
orange crème bundt cake
recipes. 
2. Use the pearl-gathering
technique. Study a relevant
citation and identify addi-
tional terms to use in your
search query. Additional
words, subject headings, or
specific fields may be iden-
tified. A particular author
may appear as an expert on
your topic, suggesting a
search by author.
3. Look for a relevant cita-
tion that will help you fig-
ure out some of the terms
related to the material you
are searching for. For exam-
ple, you might know that
you’re looking for a type of
chocolate but don’t know
the exact type. By looking
around, you might
encounter the term “truf-
fle,” which might be just
the thing you want. (It’s
certainly the thing I want.)
4. Use the most basic part
of a word to bring up all
possible versions of that
word. For example, use
“temp,” which will bring
up temperate, temperature,
and temptation. If you were
to use “temperate” instead,
you would NOT get temper-
ature, which might be just
what you need! (Though I
am always in need of temp-
tation.)
5. Write down your search
strings use as you use them.
You may think you’ll
remember them, but really…
you won’t.
Evaluating Information
The old adage that if it’s
in print it must be true is
both trite and untrue. In
fact, because the Internet is
such an open environment,
anyone can publish any-
thing they like. On the posi-
tive side, it’s not too diffi-
cult to determine if a source
is credible. This article will
help you do exactly that. 
“Evaluating Web Pages:
Techniques to Apply and
Questions to Ask.” 
From the University of
California at Berkeley—
Teaching Library Internet
Workshops 
(www.lib.berkeley.edu/
TeachingLib/Guides/
Internet/Evaluate.html). 
Citing Resources
All good information spe-
cialists cite their sources,
but considering how things
change on the Internet, this
can be confusing. This arti-
cle shows several different
styles that you can use for
citing Internet sources. 
“Style Sheets for Citing
Resources (Print and
Electronic): Examples and
General Rules for MLA,
APA, and Chicago and
Turabian Styles.” 
From the University of
California at Berkeley—
Teaching Library Internet
Workshops
(www.lib.berkeley.edu/Teac
hingLib/Guides/Internet/St
yle.html).
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By Gabriella Padovan
and Daniel Nzekwu
Swiss Re is a global reinsurance and
financial services company. The Knowledge
and Information Management Department
provides Swiss Re employees with tradi-
tional library services from its headquarters
in Zurich and hubs in Munich, Manhattan/
Armonk, and Hong Kong. The department
spearheads knowledge management and
information-related initiatives to buttress
Swiss Re’s underwriting excellence and
contribute to overall business success.
This article describes the marketing activi-
ties of the Library Services team, part of
the Knowledge and Information
Management Department.
With nearly 50,000 titles, Swiss Re
has one of the world’s leading insur-
ance libraries. The collection focuses on
reinsurance, financial services, and
related areas. The Library Services team
manages the book and periodical collec-
tion, purchases materials for individu-
als, lends print and visual media that
Swiss Re produces, and supplies docu-
ments through interlibrary loan. It also
compiles subject-specific source lists on
request to help clients find resources on
their topics of interest.
The goal of the Library Services
marketing activities is to ensure that
the group’s underwriters, risk man-
agers, and other colleagues engaging in
Swiss Re’s core business use their serv-
ices to obtain reliable and relevant
information for their daily work—fast.
Advertising their services is also impor-
tant, as some Swiss Re locations have a
virtual library presence rather than a
traditional physical one where people
can just stop by.
Marketing efforts fall into two main
categories:
Physical marketing involves meeting
clients personally, identifying their
needs, and maintaining relationships
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Marketing
Marketing 
Library Services
in a Global Corporate  
Environment
About Swiss Re  
• Swiss Re, headquartered in Zurich, is one
of the world’s leading reinsurance companies.
• The group has 70 local offices in 30 coun-
tries and more than 8,000 employees.
• The Knowledge and Information
Management Department employs 41 people
groupwide in four hubs—Zurich, Munich,
Manhattan/Armonk, and Hong Kong.
• These hubs collaborate with smaller Swiss
Re information centers in locations such as
Bangalore, Fort Wayne, Paris, Johannesburg,
and Sydney.
• Approximately 10 staff members, support-
ed by a small group of temporary staff, are
responsible for the library. 
• Daily services include lending a variety of
media, circulating journals, supplying docu-
ments, and arranging interlibrary loans.
• Library Services purchases around 300
items (books, CD-ROMs, yearbooks, annual
reports, etc.) monthly.
• Global Library, Swiss Re’s online cata-
logue, provides access to 49,650 titles located
throughout the Swiss Re Group.
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through ongoing contact. Library
Services team members also regularly
visit other departments, hold presenta-
tions on the products they offer, intro-
duce their services during regular
events arranged by Human Resources
for new employees, and invite them to
take a tour of the library facilities.
Electronic marketing occurs mainly
via e-mail and the corporate intranet.
This year, Library Services held a
“lending lottery” in Zurich. All employ-
ees who had borrowed materials over
the past year were automatically
entered, and the winner got to choose a
book or journal subscription. The win-
ner was then featured in an intranet
article that encouraged other employees
to use the library’s lending services—
and qualify for the next raffle!
In the team’s experience, recurring
marketing activities are highly effec-
tive. The main page of the Swiss Re
intranet advertises a “book of the
month.” This features a business-
related book and includes a link to
getAbstract, an external provider of
content summaries and ratings. As the
importance of summaries and cus-
tomized information continues to
grow, the book-of-the-month cam-
paign is a useful tool for gaining con-
cise but thorough insights into current
topics, especially in the business-man-
agement field. Swiss Re has concluded
a global contract with getAbstract,
allowing Swiss Re employees world-
wide to download an unlimited num-
ber of abstracts. 
Library Services showcases publica-
tions about a specific reinsurance topic,
such as nanotechnology or alternative
risk transfer, notifying employees via
the local electronic news bulletin about
every new topic presentation. Further,
the Library Services team collaborates
with the internal training department
to match course topics with literature
available in the Global Library. The
team sends an e-mail to course partici-
pants containing short summaries and
links to Global Library, getAbstract, etc.
All recipients have to do is click a radio
button, and the desired item will be
delivered to their desks.
Library Services publishes lists of all
journals in stock (sorted by topic) on
the corporate intranet. This page is
among the most frequently visited of
any the entire department publishes.
Although people rely heavily on elec-
tronic information, the page’s populari-
ty reveals that there is still a strong
demand for hard-copy periodicals.
Library Services also receives a large
number of requests via this page, as
clients have the option of sending in
their suggestions for journal or book
orders.
Another marketing product Library
Services has developed is a monthly
electronic bulletin informing people
about the library’s latest acquisitions.
Titles are sorted by topic to give a con-
cise overview. The bulletin is designed
to be consistent visually with the
department’s other products to increase
brand recognition further and to
strengthen internal positioning. 
Library Services takes great care to
give clients a rapid overview of relevant
information from authoritative sources.
The goal is to save staff time and sup-
port them in their decision-making. 
Although it is not always easy to
correlate consumption with a specific
marketing activity/channel, the Library
Services team systematically tracks the
results of its marketing activities to
assess their impact on library usage.
The launch of a Web-based version of
the Global Library in the summer of
2004, for example, further simplified
the process of locating and requesting
materials. Library Services marketed
this innovation on the corporate
intranet. In some locations it was also
marketed via flyers announcing the
improvements and offering training.
While responses showed only limited
interest in training, lending statistics
increased significantly after the launch. 
Although precise tracking remains a
challenge, the Library Services team is
convinced its marketing activities have
increased consumption and enhanced
visibility. Borrowing requests in partic-
ular have increased from 200 per
month before the launch to 400 to 500
monthly requests after the launch. The
team will therefore continue to develop
new and creative marketing tools and
to communicate regularly with their
clients to make sure solutions respond
to their changing needs. Positive feed-
back indicates that they are on the
right track.
Competencies for
Information Professionals
of the 21st Century
Professional Competencies 
Personal Competencies
Core Competencies 
Visit
www.sla.org/competencies
for the complete document.
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Negotiate Your Way
to the Best Price for
Information
Information
By Willem Noorlander
Information is expensive. This fact has not changed with time,
and although current thinking says information is becoming a
commodity (and therefore may be of lesser value), there is
no doubt it will continue to be expensive. 
Recent studies have shown that for some
companies, information and market-data costs
are the second highest expense line after
salaries and other related staffing costs. In
addition, internal costs related to informa-
tion management and operational support
functions can be as much as five times
the cost of external information. Getting
right down to it, information represents a
tremendous expense, and as a result, senior
management at a number of firms is taking a
serious look at all information usage, asking
whether the expenditures are paying off. 
Negotiating and buying information
products and services is a difficult job. This
is the case for any size company, whether it
has few or many information suppliers and
regardless of whether its information budg-
et is large or small. Seldom will any com-
pany identify it as an easy process or think
they are doing all of it right. While many
information managers may have good rela-
tionships with some of their suppliers and
can account for some good success stories
on negotiations, most admit they have also had a fair amount of aggrava-
tion in the process. All have been involved in situations where they were
forced to settle for pricing and contract terms they believed were not in
their firms’ best interests.
Buying information and managing a supplier relationship is a compli-
cated process. Many factors come into play, both internal and external to
the organization, not the least of which are budgetary constraints and
cost containment or reduction mandates. It requires more than just nego-
tiating a contract and pricing every couple of years. In addition, most
people who are responsible for purchasing information and manag-
ing supplier relationships have many other responsibilities. And to
make matters worse, senior management often does not
understand how much time it takes to properly manage
this process.
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supervising a staff, purchasing. 
March 
2006 
Internal Marketing 
Possible topics:Using intranets and e-mail,
training internal clients, special events, tips for 
increasing usage, showing return on 
investment. 
Jan. 6, 2006 
April 
2006 
Competitive intelligence 
Possible topics:Ethical approaches,sources of 
information, analyzing information, adding 
value.
Feb. 3,2006 
May 
2006 
Career development 
Possible topics: Professional development,
gaining expertise in content areas, résumé
writing, interview tactics. 
Mar. 3, 2006
June 
2006 
Digital information sources 
Possible topics: Selection process, RFP writing,
maximizing usage. 
Apr. 7, 2006 
July 
2006 
Managing 
Possible topics: Planning, budgeting,
supervising a staff, purchasing. 
May 5,2006 
August
2006 
Knowledge management 
Possible topics:KM systems, indexing 
information, low-budget KM. 
June 9,2006
September 
2006 
Internal Marketing 
Possible topics:Using intranets and e-mail,
training internal clients, special events, tips for 
increasing usage, showing return on 
investment. 
July 7,2006 
October
2006 
Web searching 
Possible topics:Meta directories, using online 
search engines, the best sites for various 
content areas. 
Aug. 11,2006
November 
2006 
Copyright
Possible topics: Global considerations,
permissions, new laws and regulations 
Sept. 8,2006 
December
2006 
Managing 
Possible topics: Planning, budgeting,
supervising a staff, purchasing. 
Oct. 6,2006
Editorial Calendar
Each issue of INFORMATION OUTLOOK includes articles on many more topics than 
the ones listed here.The calendar is only a general guide for editorial 
direction.“Cover article”topics for one issue will be suitable as features in
another.
Please e-mail article queries and proposals to jadams@sla.org. If you are
writing for a particular issue, your query should be early enough to allow for 
writing the article.
Issue Cover Article Deadline 
How to Write for
Information Outlook
SLA’s monthly magazine is written primarily by and for information pro-
fessionals. INFORMATION OUTLOOK interprets the news and covers trends and
issues that affect information professionals in a global environment.
If you know of an interesting improvement in a special library or informa-
tion center… If you’ve solved a difficult problem—or prevented one… If you
or a colleague have done something extraordinary… If you
want to give something back to the profession
by sharing your experiences
with others… We want to hear
from you.
We welcome proposals for
articles of interest to information
professionals.
Topics
The editorial calendar is a
guide for the editorial direction of
the magazine. Each issue covers
many more topics than those
included in the calendar. “Cover arti-
cle” topics for one issue will be suit-
able as features in another.
When you propose an article, make
sure you can relate the topic to the
specific needs of our readers. INFORMA-
TION OUTLOOK readers represent com-
panies of all sizes. They work in large
libraries with large staffs and as solo
librarians in small companies. Their expe-
rience ranges from senior professionals to beginners just out of school.
INFORMATION OUTLOOK readers want to read articles about new tech-
niques, new ideas, new trends. They’re interested in articles about search
engines, knowledge management, international issues, copyright law, tech-
nology, innovation, the Internet. They’re interested in articles on adminis-
tration, organization, marketing, and operations.
INFORMATION OUTLOOK readers like case studies. They’re interested in
growing their organizations and in planning their careers. They want to
know what works, and what doesn’t work. They want success stories. They
want to know how to confront problems and how to avoid them.
Articles should include something new, something different, some-
thing important. When the reader is finished, he or she should feel smarter
than before.
A note to vendors and service providers
In many cases you may have the best and most current information on
a topic. We invite you to share that expertise with our readers, to advance
the body of knowledge of the profession. But—we’ll insist that your arti-
cles do not promote your business or claim that your product or service is
the only solution to a given problem. Expanded writers guidelines are at
www.sla.org/content/Shop/Information/writingforio/index.cfm.
To submit a proposal…
If you have an idea for an article, please send a proposal to
jadams@sla.org outlining the article and your qualifications for writing it.
A paragraph or two and a few bullet points will suffice. We usually respond
in a couple of weeks or less.
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Buying and Managing Information
If your job responsibilities include managing and purchasing
information, you will understand just how complex the process
is and what factors within your company influence your buying
decisions and the contract negotiation process. 
It is important to know the answers to the following ques-
tions: Do you really understand your company’s overall process
for buying and managing information? Do you know all you
should know about your information suppliers? Take a look
around your company. Are there other people or departments
within your firm who have dealings with the supplier? Or are
there groups or business units that logically, based on their orga-
nizational responsibilities or business needs, should be involved?
Do you have a complete understanding of the financial and
budgetary ramifications of the supplier relationship? Do you
know all you should know about competitive products or pric-
ing models being offered by other suppliers? 
The answers to these questions, as well as your own knowl-
edge about each of your suppliers and their related expenses,
will allow you to assess whether your company is getting the
right value for your information spend.
Know Your Firm’s Habits
A common issue with users of information and data products
is that they do not fully understand their usage and related
expenses with their information suppliers. As part of my work
in managing our Market Data Consulting practice, I speak with
both large and small companies in various business sectors,
focusing primarily on their current spend levels. When our firm
is engaged to perform an information and expense review, we
invariably find the company’s estimate of expenses inaccurate,
with variances in the range of 25 percent to 100 percent. There
are many reasons for this occurrence, but if you do not fully
understand your information supplier relationship, you cannot
assess whether you are getting proper value.
Following are several steps to help you better understand the
value of your information products and the relationship with
your suppliers:
1. Aggregate spend level. Compute the total spend level across
the entire organization of all usage with your information sup-
plier. This should include all products/services at all of your
firm’s locations, including subsidiaries. Take a high-level
approach for the suppliers and include all of their related com-
panies and subsidiaries in your computation.
2. Understand usage habits. Review and evaluate how products
are being used. Determine whether usage habits are consistent
with how you originally planned the products to be used. If not,
why not? What level of your usage is “push” usage (information
automatically provided by the supplier) based on predefined
user criteria, and is this information being opened or actively
used?
3. Monitor usage levels. Track, monitor, and evaluate your
usage levels. Develop usage measurements such as “average cost
per active user.” Compare actual usage with estimated usage.
Are you getting what you thought you were going to get when
you signed the contract? This is a necessary and critical step.
4. Gather user value perception. Talk to your users and get
feedback to determine whether the products still meet their
business objectives. Is the product critical to their job require-
ments, or does it play a secondary role?
Negotiation Factors
Armed with the right knowledge about your spend level,
usage habits, and volume levels, along with the users’ value per-
ceptions, you are now well prepared to negotiate with your
information supplier. 
The negotiation will include various factors, some “hard”
and quantifiable, such as price and number of users, and some
“soft,” such as redistribution rights, definitions of users, wider
level and/or type of access, administrative support, and/or serv-
ice levels. These are all criteria for defining and measuring
value. Companies will vary as to how they measure value for
information expenditure. Some firms focus solely on hard fac-
tors, primarily price, while others place a considerable level of
importance on soft factors. I think it is essential to have a good
balance of both; looking solely at price is the wrong approach. If
you negotiate a low price but do not have the proper level of
support or service, or if the product is under-utilized, you are
not getting the right value.
The negotiations will be different with each supplier, and
each information manager will probably negotiate in a differ-
ent manner with the same supplier. Negotiations will always
be based on your experiences with the supplier and how
important its products are in meeting your company’s busi-
ness requirements. 
There is not necessarily a fixed approach to use with any one
supplier. There are several approaches based on the kind of sup-
plier and the company’s usage and mix of that supplier’s prod-
uct offerings. An information supplier that originates data, or is
the single source of the information, is less likely to negotiate. In
fact, some of them do not negotiate at all. Information suppliers
who are aggregators or redistributors of data (and where there
are alternative sources for the same information) are more likely
to negotiate.  As you start a negotiation, assess your supplier
from this point of view and set the appropriate objectives and
approach. 
Approach to Negotiation
Contract negotiation is like any process. It needs structure,
objectives, participants with clear roles and responsibilities, and
set time schedules. Without structure the negotiation can soon
get out of control, and you will have invested time and energy
without meeting your objectives. This is nonproductive and
aggravating for all parties and diminishes the value of the infor-
mation products and the relationship you have with the infor-
mation supplier.
During the course of the last 10 years, I have negotiated con-
tracts of all sizes and structures for a wide range of vendors and
companies. My experiences have led me to develop the follow-
ing approach to negotiation:
1. Set the right level of lead time. A good negotiation requires
the appropriate amount of time, based on your business objec-
tives, future needs, and the number and critical nature of the
issues you need to address. Any negotiation with an important
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supplier will likely take between three
and six months, or longer. You should
factor the right amount of time into your
schedule and involve all appropriate par-
ties as early as possible.
2. Do your homework. Collect as much
information as possible before or in the
early stages of the process. Include docu-
mentation from prior negotiations, usage
data at granular levels, supplier service
and support data, ongoing usage require-
ments, and user perceptions of the busi-
ness value of the products. Include the
appropriate internal groups and the infor-
mation supplier in this collection process.
If necessary, get inventory information
from the supplier and compare it to your
own. This collection process is critical. If
you do not have the right information
and knowledge, you will not be able to
negotiate for maximum value.
3. Set negotiation objectives. Based on
the data you have collected in the step
above and with input from your user
groups, set clear objectives for the negoti-
ation. Once this list is completed, rate and rank your objectives
based on their importance to your firm. Establish which objec-
tives are “have to have” and which are “nice to have.”
4. Share objectives with the information supplier. This should
be done early in the process. Get input from the supplier compa-
ny on its objectives for the relationship during the next contract
and on an ongoing basis. For a negotiation to be successful,
both parties have to know what the other party wants to
achieve. In addition, your supplier may have some ideas you
have not yet considered.
5. Set the schedule for tasks, responsibilities, and dates. Do this
as early as possible. Include all appropriate parties, and get
agreement as to their participation. Be realistic. Without a pre-
established schedule, you will lose control over the process. 
6. Focus on legal and contractual matters. Focus on legal issues
early in the process. Identify who will handle legal matters and
what their responsibilities will be. Begin the legal document
review as early possible, starting with standard templates or
other documents, as available. Do not wait until you have
reached business terms to start the legal review. 
7. Execute. One of the objectives of any assignment is to finish
it. With a contract negotiation, this means getting agreement on
terms and processing the contract through all channels. This
calls for diligent follow-up, attention to details, keeping all par-
ticipants focused on the objectives, and signing the contract. I
have seen numerous cases where at the end of a long negotia-
tion, where all business terms were reached, the actual contracts
never got signed because participants did not pay attention to
details and lacked follow-up. 
Your approach should and will vary based on the type of
supplier, the critical nature of their information for your users,
your company’s usage level of their information, and the overall
history with the supplier.
Contract Objectives 
and Negotiation Tips
You are now ready to start the negotia-
tion itself and at this point have collected
all your data. Armed with the right infor-
mation, including your total spending lev-
els, all usage information, current end-user
feedback, input and involvement of all
appropriate participants, and a good sense
of ongoing and future needs, you must
now negotiate to obtain maximum value
and the highest rate of return on your
information investment.
The crux of the issue is how to manage
the negotiation and what to include in the
pricing model and contract terms and con-
ditions to ensure good value. Following is
a list of 10 contract objectives and negotia-
tion tips.
1. Negotiate based on the total spending
level. This is critical. Get the maximum
value for your total aggregate level of com-
pany-wide expenditure with the supplier.
2. Negotiate based on the total supplier
relationship. For suppliers who own sev-
eral supplier companies, such as Thomson or LexisNexis,
negotiate based on your spending across all their companies.
3. Negotiate a broad definition of the term “user” and the count-
ing of users. A user should be anyone who works at your compa-
ny, not specific to a business unit, location, or subsidiary. User
counting and rates should be based on your total aggregate
usage, not on groups or subsets of usage. This will give you glob-
al, not just domestic or international, value.
4. Negotiate based on content and usage, not on type of access.
Primary value is defined as the information. The access (or type
of access) is generally considered secondary. If your company has
access to the same data in multiple formats, such as direct feed,
CD-ROM, Web-based, or through third-party suppliers, negotiate a
single price for all users independent of the type of access.
5. Negotiate wide usage rules. Understand the total business
purpose/value of the information products to your company,
and negotiate accordingly. Include internal redistribution
rights to all logical users of the information at both a primary
and secondary level.
6. Negotiate pricing based on volume. Based on past and pro-
jected usage, negotiate a pricing model that reduces average
prices based on increases in usage volumes.
7. Develop your own pricing models. There are many pricing
models being used in the market at this time. You do not have to
accept what the supplier offers as the only pricing model for
negotiation. Counteroffer a model that better meets your business
requirements and increases your value.
8. Negotiate the right contract terms. Consider timing and terms
of the contract. My rule is that contracts should be signed for one
year unless the supplier offers incentives to make it longer. The
same applies for invoice and payment terms. Try to match the
payment timing with the value you get from the information or
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services, and avoid terms that have you pay for the services in
advance. Also, never allow any automatic renewal language in
the contract. To assess value and have the right level of control of
the vendor relationship, you need to have the opportunity to
negotiate at each contract renewal date.
9. Flexibility for usage and cancellation policies. Negotiate rea-
sonable cancellation policies during the term of contract. Factor
in that you may need to reduce or remix your usage levels, and
negotiate the right to do so without financial penalties. Where
appropriate, include “escape” language for extraordinary events,
such as mergers, acquisitions, or sale of large business units.
10. Negotiate proper support levels. Negotiate, and include specif-
ic contract language, for all levels of support, including customer
service and help desk, IT, and operational policies and guide-
lines, as well as administrative and financial support levels.
Include past-service-level issues and end-user input in this part of
the discussion. Set appropriate guidelines and compensation lev-
els for nonperformance.
The determination of how you use these guidelines will vary
based on your current business requirements, your history with
the supplier, prior negotiations, and any current service, perform-
ance, or pricing issues. Not all of them will apply in all cases. I
do suggest you develop a list of your own and review it for each
negotiation. 
It is critical that you, as the representative of the users of the
information products, are in control of and manage the negotia-
tion process and the supplier relationship. 
Importance of Your Supplier Relationship
There are many ways to approach your relationship with your
information suppliers. I know of several companies that have
standing monthly review meetings with their large suppliers,
including global conference calls with key team members of both
the client and the supplier. In direct opposition, I also know of
companies that talk to their suppliers only when they negotiate
contracts or when there are problems.
Neither approach may be right or work for you. Base your
relationship with your suppliers on your history with them, the
level of importance of their offerings to your information and
business requirements, your corporate culture, and your personal
approach. It is difficult to set definite guidelines on how to devel-
op and manage your supplier relationship, but it is a key factor
in getting the right value for your information expenditure.
You, as the representative of the client, should define how you
want the relationship to work. It takes effort and a time commit-
ment. In a typical case, you will have scheduled review and man-
agement meetings, and you will participate in supplier-client user
groups and conferences or industry events run by the supplier.
You may also need to provide client input to supplier initiatives
for new product development, product reviews, and usage testing.  
The key factor to a positive and beneficial client and supplier
relationship is interaction and sharing. Although “partnership” is
an overused word, your relationship should include many ele-
ments of what makes up a partnership. Include the right level of
senior management, where appropriate. When you have these
meetings, be proactive; do not use them solely to vent any dissat-
isfaction you may have with the supplier. Keep a proper balance.
I know of several cases, beneficial for both parties, where
clients and suppliers meet regularly to discuss current and
future business needs with the objective of setting common
goals. Often these meetings have resulted in new product devel-
opment that is jointly financed by the client and the supplier.
Someone once told me he maintains a professional but dis-
tant relationship with his supplier so he can be tough when
engaging in contract and price negotiations. His logic is that he
cannot be positive and friendly during the year and then be firm
and assertive at negotiation time. In my opinion, this approach
is shortsighted. You will probably not get the right value and
will be shortchanging your company if you do not have a good,
ongoing, working relationship with your supplier. 
However you do it, take control of the process. Tell your sup-
pliers what you need and expect from them during the term of
your contract. Most suppliers will see this as a positive step and
will become willing participants. They want you to perceive
them as providing value in the same way as you would like
value for your information investment. If done right, your han-
dling of the process will be a win/win for all parties.
Measuring Value
Throughout this article I have emphasized the importance of
getting the right value for your investment in information prod-
ucts and services. While you know what the word “value”
means, you have your own definition of how to measure it.
So consider how you measure value for your information
expenditure. Unfortunately, there may not be a clear answer. I
do not know of any measurement model, such as a standard
ROI model with defined measurement criteria and results, that
has general industry acceptance, though there are cases where
you can calculate a quasi-ROI for some information products.
An example is a specific transaction where you use information
for a deal or pitch document, and you are able to calculate the
value of the information in acquiring and executing the pro-
posed transaction. But on the whole, information usage and
research is not applicable to a specific transaction. Rather, it is a
requirement for conducting your daily business, a must-have, a
“raw material,” one of the components that allows your compa-
ny to become profitable.
Measuring value for your company comes down to you. You
have to set your value criteria based on your own requirements.
There are standard measures you can apply, such as how the
information products measure against your information require-
ments, including the completeness and accuracy of the data and
delivery tools. But as stated earlier, information managers have
their own mix of hard and soft factors and the level of value
each represents to their firms.
Ultimately, you must establish what your own value factors
are. As you review your information and business requirements,
assess your needs in terms of products, services, and your rela-
tionship with the supplier. When you (1) fully understand your
company’s requirements, (2) know the usage habits and appre-
ciate end-user perceptions, (3) have a good approach to the
negotiation process, including negotiating with clear objectives
concerning the right mix of hard and soft value results, and (4)
manage the supplier relationship, you will achieve greater
results and will increase the overall value for your firm’s infor-
mation expenditure. 
By Lesley Ellen Harris
The Berne Copyright
Convention (see www.wipo
.int) specifically states that
copyright protection should not
be subject to any formalities
such as registering or deposit-
ing a work, or marking it with
a copyright symbol like ©.
Article 5(2) of the Convention
states:
“The enjoyment and the
exercise of these rights shall not
be subject to any formality;
such enjoyment and such exer-
cise shall be independent of the
existence of protection in the
country of origin of the
work….”
All member countries must
adhere to this article. Canada,
for instance, has never had any
requirements to register or
deposit a work in order for it to
be protected by copyright. The
United States, however,
changed its copyright law with
respect to registration, deposit-
ing a work, and marking a
work, when it became a mem-
ber of the Berne Convention in
1989. (See www.copyright.
gov/circs/circ1.html for more
information.)
Thus, in the 160 Berne
Convention countries, copy-
right protection is automatic
upon the creation of a work,
provided that work is original
and in some sort of fixed form.
In most, if not all, of these
countries, copyright authors
and owners may register their
works with a national copy-
right office. These national
“voluntary” registration sys-
tems are consistent with Article
5(2) of the Berne Convention
and in fact play several positive
roles.
Establishes Author/Owner
A voluntary registration of a
work provides rights owners
with a simple way to establish
authorship and/or ownership
of rights. In Canada, registra-
tion of a work provides the
applicant with several advan-
tages should she ever be
involved in a court proceeding.
In such a case, the certificate of
registration of copyright is proof
that copyright subsists and it
creates a presumption that the
person registered is the owner
of the copyright. Thus, it is up
to the other party to prove oth-
erwise. An applicant may regis-
ter his work at any time,
though the earlier the better, in
order to establish the earliest
date possible of creation and
ownership of a work.
In Canada (and Germany
too), registration does not
involve deposit of a copy of a
work, and if the applicant
does submit a copy, that copy
is returned to the applicant
without any validation that it
matches the copyright regis-
tration application. As such,
many Canadian authors and
owners register both in
Canada and the United
States—in Canada, for the
court presumptions men-
tioned above, and in the
United States, so that a copy
of the work is filed with the
registration application.
In the United States, regis-
tration prior to an infringe-
ment or within three months
of publication of a work
allows a court to award a
plaintiff extraordinary reme-
dies such as statutory dam-
ages and lawyers’ fees, if the
copyright owner wins that
infringement proceeding.
Without registration, the
court may only award actual
damages, profits, and other
remedies.
Aids Searchers
A registration system pro-
vides users of copyright-protect-
ed materials a first and some-
times final spot to locate copy-
right holders. The Canadian
Copyright Office (www.cipo.
gc.ca) can be searched via the
Internet for copyright registra-
tions from 1991 to date, and in
the “physical” search room on
microfiches, microfilm, or reg-
isters. In the United States, reg-
istrations prior to 1978 are
available for public search in
the Copyright Office. For
records from 1978 to date,
online searches via the Web site
are possible.
These searches, of course,
can be helpful not only in locat-
ing copyright holders, and
transfers of copyright, but also
aid in determining whether a
work is in the public domain
and may be used without per-
mission of the copyright holder. 
Recordation of Transfers
National copyright offices
also often take recordations of
transfers of ownership. Again,
this is very helpful for
searchers trying to determine
the chain of ownership of a
work. Recordation of a license
or assignment may also have
advantages for a rights holder.
In the U.S., where a document
of a registered work is record-
ed, recordation is constructive
notice of the facts set out in
that document. A recorded
document also has priority
over any conflicting transfers
or exclusive licenses that have
not been recorded with the
copyright office. 
The contents of a national
registry (and depository) can
serve other purposes, not nec-
essarily for the direct benefit of
an author/owner or user of that
copyright-protected material.
For instance, information in the
registry can be a resource for
national statistics on creativity
and culture. Also, the deposited
work may help a country create
a national archive or library of
works published in its country. 
For information from an
international perspective on
this subject, see WIPO’s docu-
ment, Survey of National
Legislation on Voluntary
Registration Systems for
Copyright and Related Rights
at: www.wipo.int/ edocs/
mdocs/copyright/en/sccr_13/s
ccr_13_2.pdf. 
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By Stephen Abram, MLS
Podcasting is hot. Very
hot. It’s cool too. Everyone
has heard about it and many
have tried it. There must be
some library applications and
there are. This month’s col-
umn explores this fun and
useful technology.
When is a podcast not a
podcast? That’s easy—when
it’s simply an MP3 file. Many
of us have gone to a Web site
and listened to or down-
loaded an MP3 file. That’s
good, but it’s just not a pod-
cast. A podcast is syndicated
audio content. Essentially
MP3 files are linked to RSS
and listeners can “subscribe.”
A VODcast is another new
word. That’s syndicated video
content (VOD is video on
demand). These new words
arose as part of the iPod revo-
lution, but the Apple iPod
device isn’t necessary to play.
Any PC and most MP3 players
can use podcasts—a term
that’s become as generic as
Kleenex™.
So now we know that pod-
casts are not just MP3 files
posted on a Web site for play-
ing or downloading. A pod-
cast is defined by Wikipedia
as a method of publishing
files to the Internet, allowing
users to subscribe to a feed
and receive new files auto-
matically by subscription,
usually at no cost.
It first became popular in
late 2004, and was used large-
ly for audio files. To oversim-
plify, a podcast is essentially
an MP3 file that has an RSS
feed. Syndication is easy to
understand when you think
about Dear Abby’s or Ann
Landers’ columns. These
columns are written in one
physical place and syndicated
for publication throughout
hundreds of newspapers. This
is the same concept as RSS—
really simple syndication.
The definition of broadcast
is changing too. It no longer
means just sending out your
signal on your channel
through the air or cable. It
can also mean user-cus-
tomized feeds of digital con-
tent in the form of sound or
video. It’s also possible to
syndicate software, blogs,
news feeds, and other digital
content. This is a whole new
world, again.
This opens up new
opportunities for learning,
alerting and, of course,
entertainment. Here are a
few ideas that some innova-
tive libraries and institutions
are already trying:
• Recording and podcasting
lectures at university or col-
leges.
• Recording and podcasting
conference sessions and offer-
ing them for non-attendees or
added value for delegates.
• Recording podcasts for dis-
tribution to users.
• Subscribing to podcasts on
topics or domains of interest
to you.
• Time shifting programs
that you like (such as NPR’s
Future Tense) and listening
when it’s convenient.
• Offering training through
on demand podcasts.
• Recording local history
and offering it for listening to
users.
How does this fit into my
working life? It’s quite simple
really. With a podcast you
can:
• Learn while you commute
in your car. All it takes is a
simple USB drive in your car
radio or a docking station for
your MP3 player and speakers
or a connection to your car’s
speakers. Don’t use your ear
buds, it’s not safe.
• Learn while you commute
by bus, train, or subway.
Ignore those other riders and
add hours of learning per
week to your downtime trav-
els. You can mix it up with
favorite tunes, too.
• Learn while you exercise.
Listen to updates and courses
while you work out at the
gym, ride your bike, or jog.
You’ll be healthier and
smarter!
• Learn while you eat. Take a
restful lunch. Take your brown
bag to the park or lunchroom
and listen to an enjoyable pod-
cast and some tunes.
• Record some training
ideas and podcast them to
your co-workers. Record your
notes for a speech or memo. 
A side benefit is that most
(nearly all for now) podcasts
are free. Some do include a
few ads or at least sponsor-
ship announcements. The
quality range is wide but
most have something that’s
good to learn. If you love NPR
or PBS or other favorite pro-
grams, you can often sub-
scribe and time shift your listen-
ing. You now have the opportu-
nity to listen to what you want
and need to hear rather than
just what’s on. A guilty pleasure
with these devices is that you
can now time shift “Desperate
Housewives” and “Lost” too for
a small fee! It must be getting
big because NBC alone has rev-
enue over $2.5 million already
in this new mode.
We are seeing a few new
search engines for podcasts,
too. So, if you’re hankering
for learning about libraries,
RSS, streaming media, library
2.0, AJAX, or even podcasting
itself, you can search for
what’s out there.
Podscope finds podcasts
through its search engine.
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You can search for topics
you want through the meta-
data on each file. It’s not
that accurate yet, and there
is a poor recall/relevance
ratio but you can see the
potential for finding pod-
casts that meet your needs. I
searched “librarian” and
found a few interesting
files, but there were quite a
few false drops. I searched
“Google Print” and turned
up quality podcasts from
Future Tense, Search Engine
Watch’s Daily Searchcast,
and Business Week.
Podzinger searches the
spoken word in podcasts.
This means it doesn’t just
search the metadata (indexes
and catalogs) but searches the
actual words in the ’cast. It’s
my favorite right now, and it
gives a much more satisfying
result on the search for
“librarian.” It still didn’t pull
up some of the ones that I
might have expected, but the
scope of podcasts will grow,
I’m sure. I am getting the
same feeling in Podzinger
that I got during the early days
of spoken word searching
when I shifted from AltaVista
to Google. Interesting, eh?
I’ve included a list of pod-
cast directories and search
engines in the sidebar.
Podcasters must register
their podcasts with most
directories and search
engines. I hope this barrier
disappears soon.
By searching Podzinger
using a simple search
“libraries,” I discovered a
series at UniversityTech.net
that covers libraries and
other academic issues. By
searching Google I found
loads of interesting discus-
sion and talk shows. Search
response, as usual, gets bet-
ter with more specificity. I
searched Google Print and
found quite a few podcasts
by thought leaders. Play with
it and see what you find.
As SLA’s Click University
adds more podcasts, we have
a real opportunity here to
learn faster, stronger, and bet-
ter. As they become exposed
to the world through podcast-
ing and podcast search
engines and directories, we
can get our good products
and messages out to the rest
of the world too.
The world of information
and knowledge is now well
and truly beyond the world of
text in containers like books,
articles, and Web pages. It’s
now easily acquirable in spo-
ken word and video too.
That’s very cool and exciting.
Playing with this kind of stuff
in the early stages prepares us
as information professionals
for the world as it evolves.
Podcast Search Engines and Directories
Audio and Video Search
SingingFish—http://search.singingfish.com/sfw/home.jsp
Potkast—www.potkast.com 
Podscope—www.podscope.com
Bloggdigger—www.blogdigger.com 
Loomia—www.loomia.com
GoFish—http://gofish.com 
Blinkx Podcast and Video Directory—www.blinkx.tv
Podzinger—www.podzinger.com
iTunes—www.apple.com/itunes
Directories
Podcast Alley—www.podcastalley.com/index.php
Podcast.net—www.podcast.net 
BlogUniverse Podcast Directory—www.bloguniverse.com
Digital Podcast—www.digitalpodcast.com 
Syndic8 Podcasts—www.syndic8.com/podcasts 
AllPodcasts—www.allpodcasts.com
Penguin Radio—www.penguinradio.com/podcasting 
PodcastHost—http://podcasthostcom 
Podcast Bunker—www.podcastbunker.com
Gigadial—www.gigadial.net 
OpenPodcast—www.openpodcast.org 
Pocketcasting—www.pocketcasting.com
Podcast Pickle—www.podcastpickle.com
Podcast Directory—www.podcastdirectory.com 
PublicRadioFan—www.publicradiofan.com/podcasts.html 
Podfeeder—www.podfeeder.com
Podfeed—www.podfeed.net
Open Media Network—www.omn.org
Podcasting Station—www.podcasting-station.com/index.php 
podSites.com—http://podsites.com/index.cfm 
PLAZOO—www.plazoo.com 
Podcasting News—www.podcastingnews.com 
PodcastShuffle—www.podcastshuffle.com 
IdiotVox—www.idiotvox.com 
BlogExplosion Podcast Directory—www.blogexplosion.com/podcast 
Feedzie - Podcast Directory—www.feedzie.com/feedzie_podcasts.php 
iTunes Podcast Directory—www.apple.com/podcasting 
Blast Podcast—www.blastpodcast.com 
NPR Podcast Directory Beta—www.npr.org/rss/podcast/podcast... 
EveryPodcast.com—www.everypodcast.com 
Yahoo! Podcasts Beta—podcasts.yahoo.com 
LearnOutLoud.com—www.LearnOutLoud.com 
Get A Podcast—www.getapodcast.com 
Sahfor—www.sahfor.com 
PodNova—www.podnova.com 
podcasts.feedster.com—http://podcasts.feedster.com 
PodBlaze—www.podblaze.com 
Feeds2Read.Net—http://feeds2read.net 
Podcast Empire—www.podcastempire.com 
Fresh Podcasts—http://freshpodcasts.com 
MyPodcastCenter—www.mypodcastcenter.com 
podcasterworld.com—http://podcasterworld.com 
Podcast Pup—www.podcastpup.com 
Reading
The Podcast Creation Guide—
http://images.apple.com/education/solutions/podcasting/pdf/PodcastCreationGuide.pdf
The Podcast Backbone Guide—http://images.apple.com/education/solutions/podcast-
ing/pdf/PodcastBackboneGuide.pdf
Duke University iPod First-Year Experience: Final Evaluation Report—
http://cit.duke.edu/pdf/ipod_initiative_04_05.pdf
By John R. Latham
I don’t know about you, but I am the
worst hoarder of ephemera, “those bits of
throwaway paper of every day life.”1 At
home I have all the brochures from the
museums, art galleries, and stately homes
that I have visited, show programs, wed-
ding and funeral “menus,” and my pride
and joy, a copy of the British Gazette that
I found in a box in my late father’s dress-
ing room. The British Gazette was the
only national newspaper printed during
the General Strike of 1926 in Britain, edit-
ed by none other than Winston, S.
Churchill. I know that we can probably
read all eight issues online in digital for-
mat, but would you not rather touch the
actual document that my father picked up
at the end of his shift as an auxiliary
policeman?  The tactile tangibility with
history gives me goose bumps.
This weakness of mine has been put to
the test in my recent work on the SLA
archives. This has required me to scan
many old documents, which will be stored
in digital format, but somehow a copy of
the SLA Long Range Plan 1984-1989 does
not have that tactile sense of history of the
1926 British Gazette. This does not mean
that I have not kept in hard copy some lit-
tle gems of SLA history. At the June 8,
1972, Past President’s Dinner at the MIT
Faculty Club in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
attendees were given a booklet, “Did I Say
That? Quotes from Presidential Annual
Reports.” This booklet included quotes
and photos of past presidents from 1932 to
1972, and many of the quotes were auto-
graphed. How prescient some of these
quotes were from so many years ago.
“As special librarians, we have a
responsibility not only to ourselves but to
all those who look to us for aid in charting
this complex era in which we live.”
Howard L. Stebbings (1935-1937). Seventy
years ago. Plus ça change, plus c’est la
même chose!
“Each special library in the country
should have 100% representation from its
staff in this association. It is no longer
charity on the part of librarians to join the
association. It is a privilege and their very
loss if they fail to do so.” Mary Louise
Alexander (1932-1934). Go Girl, Go!
“The vigor, vitality and enthusiasm of
SLA will always comprise the basis of its
strength.” Rose L. Vormelker (1948-1949).
V for victory and Vormelker!
“Creative thinking is the legacy of the
past to our future.” Alberta L. Brown
(1957-1958). Sounds like Drucker!
“May we dedicate ourselves to the
proposition that change will mean
progress.” Burton W. Adkinson (1959-
1960). And How!
“We must not underestimate our pres-
ent assets. We are perhaps more expert
than any other group in our familiarity
with the needs and habits of the users of
information. And we know how to get that
information to them.” Winifred Sewell
(1960-1961). After 40 years we are still try-
ing to convince the boss!
“Keep an open and inquisitive mind
about the computer… be ready to put new
equipment to work in the knowledge dis-
semination field…” Elizabeth R. Usher
(1967-1968). I wonder if that will catch on! 
Past presidents unable to attend the
annual dinner used to send some news to
the event. Ed
Strable (1972-1973)
noted that he had
become the presi-
dent of the board of
his apartment
cooperative, adding
pithily that “my 1972-73 experience with
that recalcitrant SLA Board is finally com-
ing in handy.” Hum!
In case I have offended anyone, I apol-
ogize for the little one-liners, which are not
meant to be flippant, but my way of con-
gratulating the authors for their wisdom.  
In conclusion of our trip down memory
lane, I add some facts about the SLA pres-
idency. SLA has had 85 presidents, 32 of
whom are still living, and 10 of whom held
office for more than one year.  Fifty of
them have been women, and 35 have been
men. In the first 20 years of the association
only two women held the office of presi-
dent, compared with the last 20 years,
when only three men have held that office.
The first female president was Maude A.
Carabin Mann (1919-1920), coincidently
the year of Women’s Suffrage in the USA.
Only one president (Frederick N. Morton,
1916) was unable to complete his term of
office. William S. Budington (1964-1965) is
the longest surviving past president. 
With the SLA centenary in 2009 sneak-
ing up on us, we are already thinking of
how we can use the celebrations to pro-
mote the association and think to the
future. If anyone has ideas for the celebra-
tion, Rebecca Vargha will be delighted to
hear from you at vargha@ils.unc.edu, or
1-919-962-8361. 
1 Book Terminology, http://www.
bibliotique.net/bookterminology.html. 
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The Changing Face of Asymmetric Warfare and Terrorism
The tragic attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon on September 11, 2001, have made it all too clear 
that wars do not have to be declared and threats do not have to be overt. It is brutally clear there is a wide spec-
trum of potential threats to the U.S. homeland that do not involve the threat of overt attacks by states using 
long-range missiles or conventional military forces. Such threats can range from the acts of individual extremists 
to state-sponsored asymmetric warfare. They can include covert attacks by state actors, state use of proxies, and 
independent terrorist groups. They can include attacks by foreign individuals and residents of the United States 
whose motives can range from religion to efforts at extortion. Motives can range from well-defined political and 
strategic goals, to religion and political ideology, crime and sabotage, or acts by the psychologically disturbed. The 
means of attack can vary from token uses of explosives, cyber-terrorism, car and truck bombs, and passenger 
airliners to the use of weapons of mass destruction (WMD).
We have already experienced some devastating attacks, but no pattern of attacks on U.S. territory has yet 
emerged that provides a clear basis for predicting how serious any given form of attack will be in the future, what 
means of attack will be used, or how lethal new forms of attack will be if they are successful. As a result, there is a 
major, ongoing debate over the range of threats that need to be considered, the seriousness of such threats, and 
how the U.S. government should react. Years before the attacks of September 2001, a Government Accounting 
Office (GAO) report on terrorism summarizes the various views within the U.S. government regarding these 
uncertainties as follows:
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